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Abstract 

Pioneers of Ainu language studies (Basil Hall Chamberlain, Neil Gordon Munro) having 

obviously no notion about the history of the language and knowing only modern Ainu, could 

correctly interpret place names i.e.: words that were in everyday use in 4
th

 – 5
th

 centuries AD, 

that Ainu language has changed relatively slowly and on the available material of modern Ainu 

dialects it is quite possible to reconstruct language of about (1500 BC – 300 BC). Tamura points 

on the fact that V and VC syllables of modern Ainu actually begin with glottal stop, that means 

in language of ancient stages only CV and VCV syllables were allowed. Having this information 

we can conclude that in Late Jōmon Ainu morphemes borders could not be inside syllables. It’s 

possible to state that Ainu of Late Jōmon was a higher analytical language than modern Ainu, 

while Ainu of much earlier stage probably was isolating.  
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1. Possibility of Late Jōmon Ainu language reconstruction 

Not all languages change with the same speed; it is actually dogmatism to think that the speed of 

change of any language is a constant. Speed of language change actually depends on intensity of 

social changes: if there are no changes in culture there are no changes in language. 

 

Pioneers of Ainu language studies (Basil Hall Chamberlain, Neil Gordon Munro) having 

obviously no notion about the history of the language and having knowledge only of modern 

Ainu, could correctly interpret place names (Chamberlain 1887; Munro 1911), i.e.: words that 

were in everyday  use in 4
th

 – 5
th

 centuries AD. As far as we can easily understand words of 

Ainu of 4
th

 – 5
th

 centuries it is obviously an evidence that Ainu language has changed relatively 

slowly and on the available material of modern Ainu dialects it is quite possible to reconstruct 

language of about (1500 BC – 300 BC).  

 

I suppose that regular communication of different groups of Ainu is main causes of slight 

discrepancy between different dialects.  From the point of view of glottochronology Ainu 

dialects diverged in 10
th

 century AD (Vovin 1993) but we meet words of Ainu origin in 

Japanese chronicles that were compiled in 8
th

 century. Also anthropological data tell us that the 

Ainu dialects diverged approximately in the time of so called Late Jōmon (1500 BC – 300 BC) 

or even earlier. Any data of linguistic should be correlated with correspondent context, i.e.: data 

of archaeology, cultural anthropology and so on (Nonno 2015). 

 

2. Syllable structure 

 

In the historical/contemporary Ainu language there are the following syllable structures: V, CV, 

VC, CVC, but syllables of V and VC types are actually innovations since they begin with a 
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glottal stop so in Ainu language there are actually only CV and CVC syllables (Tamura 2000: 

21). 

Though in Ainu of 20th century this initial glottal stop is almost completely eroded it is natural 

to assume fully functioning glottal stop in the initial position for Ainu of Late Jomon. Thus we 

have got that in Late Jomon there were only CV and CVC syllables.  

 

3. Some notes on morphonology and morphology  

In modern Ainu morpheme can have the following structures: CVC, CV, VC, V, C. In Late 

Jōmon there obviously were only CV and CVC syllables and so modern V and VC syllables 

were ʔVC and ʔV correspondently.   

There are only four morphemes of C type in modern Ainu: -p – suffix nominalizer, lit.: “thing”; 

k= personal marker 1sgsb, c- subject impersonal, c= personal marker 1plsb, excl.; all of them 

are just variations of CV forms: -pe, ku=, c-, ci= correspondently. (C variants of affixes are used 

when affixes are attached to vowel ending form; CV variants are used when they are attached to 

consonant ending form). 

If we assume that initially morpheme -p/-pe had the form of -p and under the influence of 

Japanese C  CV transformation happened then we would have -pu, but not -pe, i.e.:  would be 

used one of the standard vowels gaskets (/u/ or /i/) that are easily reduced and that are regularly 

used during adaptation of Ainu words to Japanese syllables structures, for instance: anakne – 

anakune – topic marker, however, in the case of -p/-pe we see /e/ that obviously isn’t standard 

vowel gaskets and so -pe is a primordial Ainu form while -p is its  derivation used when word is 

ended with vowel. 

In the case of ku=/k=  it seems that here has been using this very gasket of Japanese origin, i.e.: 

/u/ and due to this cause it would be completely logical to suppose Japanese influence on Ainu 

morphonology. However, since we have, for instance, such forms as: ku=inkar “I look”, but not 

*k=inkar that would be completely normal for japanized pronunciation, it means that variant 

ku= also isn’t result of Japanese language influence.   

In the case of ci=/c= we also could suppose Japanese influence but existence of forms like, for 

instance, ci=oka-i “we” in Asahikawa dialect tells us that ci= form is primordial and c= is its 

derivation. 

In the case of c-/ci- we have forms as c-as-i “fortified settlement”, “fence”, “palisade” c-i-p 

“boat”, c-u-p “Sun”/”Moon”, c-e-p “fish”, but here take place assimilation due to the fact that 

these forms are stable and widely used composites; form ci- is used if root begins with 

consonant: Ci-nukar-kur – Ursa Major (constellation), lit.: “seen person”.  

Hence thereupon, it can be stated that initially morphemes border could not be inside a syllable. 

Probably that was in Yayoi – Late Jōmon Ainu. As for earlier stages we can suppose that each 

morpheme was a single syllable as far as most of polysyllable words of modern Ainu actually 

can be subdivided into meaningful components of CV/CVC types.  

3. Some general notes on Late Jōmon grammar 

As far as we have got that in Late Jōmon Ainu  morphemes borders could not be inside of 

syllable we can state that all composites of modern Ainu were initially combination of words, 
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for instance: cep “fish” originally was *ti ʔe pe – lit: “thing eaten by people”; here I am to note 

that subject impersonal affix ci- actually is cognate with personal marker ci= 1plsb, excl. and 

that subject impersonal can be interpreted like, for instance, English expressions with word 

people or they: people say or they say (academic style we is of the same nature); that means 

“someone unspecified says”/”something is said by someone”. 

Same structure have all above mentioned composites: c-i-p  *ti ʔi pe; c-u-p  *ti ʔu pe; 

though right now meaning of ʔi and  ʔu  roots is unclear but as far as we see same model as in c-

e-p we can suppose the existence of such verbs. 

In the case of c-as-i  *ti ʔas ʔi  “thing set by people”; we can see almost same model but with 

another ending, ʔi  is nominalizer but its meaning is slightly more abstract, i.e.: -pe/-p is 

everything that can be taught/picked up and/or moved while -i/-hi denotes items that can’t be 

picked up or moved such as, for instance: wen-i “rain” lit.: “badness”, cas-i “fortress”, itak-i 

“speech”, pirka-hi “beauty” and so on.  

Almost all Ainu composites have transparent structures and are easy analyzed; and their 

structures are same as structures of modern Ainu word compositions: 

*ti ʔe pe  –“the thing we eat”: pe is main root “thing”, ʔe “to eat” is modifier of pe and *ti “we” 

is modifier of ʔe pe; 

pirka pom cise –“beautiful little house”: cise is main root “house”, pom “be little” is modifier of 

cise  and pirka “be beautiful” is modifier of pom cise. 

It’s possible to suppose that Ainu of Late Jōmon was a higher analytical language than modern 

Ainu while Ainu of earlier stage was isolating, i.e.: there were no auxiliaries/clitics and any 

auxiliary/clitic could be placed in nuclear position.   

4. Some conclusions and further perspectives  

It seems that in Ainu of Late Jōmon there were no personal markers that are inseparable part of 

verb of modern Ainu. I suppose that personal markers began to form when appeared a need to 

express everything in verb clearly and concisely. This necessity could arise about the epoch of 

Yayoi (300 BC – 300 AD). In the epoch of Yayoi occurred most serious social upheavals in 

Ainu history: the transition from leisurely and peaceful life of Jōmon to aggressive and 

militarized life of Yayoi. All social upheavals that happened later were less severe in 

comparison to what happened between Jōmon and Yayoi, namely a paradigm shift. I suppose it 

is rather reasonable to assume that this somehow reflected the language, i.e.: that Ainu language 

of modern type was, in general, formed at that time. Initially markers weren’t markers but were 

simply different pronouns, which necessarily were attached to each verb, and gradually they 

became inseparable part of Ainu verb.  

As a result of various social upheavals appeared a need to put more information in the same 

quantum of speech that lead to the conversion of certain long sentences into compact composites 

and appear of personal markers that allowed omitting everything except verb. 

It seems that Ainu of Jōmon was isolating, Ainu of Late Jōmon got some morphology while 

during Yayoi epoch it got almost modern features, i.e.: it drifted from isolating to analytical and 

then to more synthetic language. Cause of it can be not only social cataclysms but also can be 
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influence of Japanese language while probable distant relatives of Ainu in South-East Asia 

could stay isolating due to the environ of isolating languages. 

There can be two perspective directions of reconstruction: 1) continuation of ‘glass beads game’ 

with modern Ainu forms; 2) analysis of old Ainu toponyms and homonyms that can be met in 

chronicles and other records.  
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